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Summary
Pharmacy managers who plan and act could enhance their
emotional fulfillment and financial security on retirement. This
paper offers opinion on the next stage of a career i.e.
retirement. Sociologists Bourdieu and Weber inform it.
Retirement is a rite of passage. You should plan and act for it
meticulously. Consider whether you wish to continue
registration with the General Pharmaceutical Council or
member/fellowship of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society. Even
if you leave both you will retain the mindset of a pharmaceutical

Abstract

scientist. You will no longer have patients whose interests you
are bound to serve. However, people will still ask your opinion
about medicines. Practical advice includes attending courses
pertinent to your outside interests and honing interpersonal
skills. They will remain important. Refine the tale that you tell
about yourself to maximise your self-esteem. Maximise your
NHS pension; public service, compared with private, pension
schemes are a better investment for you. Start to spend on
large or long term purchases such as a car, house or holiday
before retirement. Remember the possibility of continuing
occasional practice. Stress should reduce. Work at keeping
fit. Develop new social contacts.   

Keywords: retirement, sociology, pension, interpersonal skills,
keeping fit, Bourdieu, Weber.

Introduction       

The common reaction of a Briton to a

colleague who has announced that he

or she is to retire is, “What are you

going to do?” 

However, the reaction of the typical

Italian is, “Bravo! Is your hammock

comfortable? Is your cellar sufficient?”

“The relief! It felt as if a great weight

had fallen from my shoulders!” said one

retired pharmacist.

Some pharmacists retire with glee;

others, such as I, did not. I retired with

mixed feelings. Relaxation beckoned.

However, my career had rewarded me

with fulfilment and variety in community,

hospital and industrial pharmacy

including senior management roles. 

I am now able to reflect upon what I

lost on retirement and what, with

hindsight, I should have done differently.

Human beings can plan; other animals

cannot. Famously, failure to plan is

planning to fail. It would be presumptuous

to suggest that my take on practice might

influence those still practising. One reason

is that what is ‘right’ for one generation

may be ‘wrong’ for the next. However, my

experience and, maybe, the odd

recommendation might be worth bearing

in mind especially for younger pharmacy

managers. For example, some time after

‘retirement’, I undertook two weeks

consultancy after which I returned to

retirement. “What’s the problem?” gushed

the recruiter levering me from retirement.

“Lots of people pop out of retirement and

pop back. Look at the judges!”

So I experienced the double shock of

again entering and leaving practice. The

Dr Malcolm E Brown

“. . .failure to plan is planning to fail.”
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shock of the ‘strange’ is the stock in trade

of those, such as I, who write about

people - so I noted behaviours and fitted

into an explanatory framework.

Bordieu’s habitus formula    

Learn from luminaries. I have borrowed

the qualitative ‘formula’ of the often-

cited, well-respected sociologist Bourdieu

(1930 – 2002).1 I show it in Figure 1.

Practice

You know what pharmaceutical

‘practice’ is.  

Habitas

The ‘habitus’ is your disposition:  your

lasting, acquired schemes of perception,

thought and action. It is how you are

socialised to perceive things as a

pharmacy manager. It is looking after

people (your patients) who have to trust

you and cannot look after themselves,

your drive to follow NHS guidelines and

so on.   

Capital 

‘Capital’ is your material (e.g. pension,

property, salary) and intellectual wealth.

The latter includes scientific knowledge,

your up-to-the-minute savvy about the

‘lie of the land’ in connection with top

management, attitude of clinical

consultants, inspections from all sorts of

authorities and so on. It could also

include the contents of a course on

planning for retirement; many are

available. If your NHS management will

not pay, it is well worth funding one

yourself. It is an investment in your

future. It seems unbalanced to be

saturated with training for working life

(say forty years) but benefit from none

whatsoever for retirement (say twenty-

five years). Ensure that your course does

not only cover financial aspects;

obviously, any financial opinion within it

should be independent.   

Field 

‘Field’ is structured social space with its

own rules, schemes of domination,

legitimate opinions and so on. One field

is pharmacy management. There, you

are responsible for overseeing

professional pharmaceutical aspects,

management, including personnel,

finance and staff pastoral care and

generally trying to juggle all the

crockery simultaneously.   

Practice changes on retirement: a rite

of passage. The practice of pharmacy

metamorphoses into the practice of

retirement. Your practice might become,

for example, minding grandchildren. You

become the happily exhausted locum

responsible person. Your habitus loses

only its pharmaceutical professional and

practitioner dimensions. Your financial

capital may reduce. Your intellectual

capital may reduce or appear to do so in

the eyes of others.

Consider retaining registration as a

pharmacist. You would retain a

pharmacist’s title and prestige. You have

lived with that privilege for decades and

may not realise how much you would

miss it. However, remaining registered is

expensive and demands continuing

continual professional development

(CPD) and, if practising, insurance. You

might after a year or two perceive CPD as

a time-consuming chore that you simply

no longer want. CPD had just become

more paper or electronic labour that you

thought you had escaped. Things that are

more important crowd it out. Be aware

that, if you remain registered, community

pharmacist managers may ask you to do

community locums. Doing them may be a

shock. At the very least some supervised

training, probably unpaid, would be

prudent. I will delve into why people do

things later. 

You might want to stay with the Royal

Pharmaceutical Society (RPS). You would

keep your post-nominal MRPharmS or

FRPharmS if you can bear to pay the £71

a year, if paid by bank debit. I still would

not feel ‘whole’ without them. 

One retired chemist volunteered, “I

couldn’t bear not to be a member of the

Royal Society of Chemistry. It’s what I am.

It was so hard to get it. I’d be nothing

without it.”

Moreover, the RPS continue on

request to provide you with high quality

up-to-date focused information on

clinical or other queries. That is valuable

as friends may well ask you about taking

medicines, efficacy and so on. 

Intellectual capital may increase;

retirement offers time to do what you

really want to do. Examples include

annihilating monsters within ‘EverQuest’,

cross-stitch, drawing, flicking through

YouTube, gardening, reading ‘free’ on-

line newspapers, relaxing with coffee and

newspaper, stargazing, travelling, and

tweaking your collection of digital

photographs using image-processing

software - or even reading Bourdieu.

His formula suggests that you can

remove the pharmacist from the retired

pharmacist by removal from the General

Pharmaceutical Council’s register but

you cannot remove the pharmaceutical

scientist. More specifically, the pharmacist

is socialised to be a practitioner,

professional, scientist and scholar. The

pharmacist stops being a practitioner

on ceasing to practise. The retired

pharmacist stops being a professional

when ceasing to be paid. Professionals

are, by definition, paid for their work,

otherwise it is ‘merely’ a hobby. However,

you do not lose all your pharmaceutical

knowledge. You retain, for example,

some understanding of the scientific

method absorbed during degree studies:

you remain a natural scientist. You also

remain a scholar. You remain learned on
Figure 1: Bourdieu’s habitus formula

Practice = (habitus X capital) + field



topics

such as

pharmaceut i ca l

history, the aspirations of

behavioural science and CPD.

All manner of people will still ask you

about their, mainly clinical, concerns.

Topics such as mortgages, job insecurity,

Scouts/Guides, holidays, who is with

whom and university fees have waned.

The hot topic becomes ‘pills’– and you

remain comparatively expert. If you feel

that you still know enough, it is fine to

venture an opinion so long as you say

that you are retired.

What you lose is the privilege of trust,

when many people presented their

problems to you and you could help.

Practising pharmacists may become so

used to that situation that they are no

longer conscious of their prestige. You

should perhaps reflect upon that trust

and just how privileged you are.

Weber        

The luminary sociologist Weber (1864 –

1920) is useful here.2 He said that there

were just four reasons for human

behaviour.   

Egotism
The main one is egotism (self-interest).

You act because it is in your interest.  

Tradition
The second is tradition, the great flywheel

of society. You act that way because of

habit.  

Altruism
The third, far less common, is altruism. All

your professional life as a pharmacist you

are socialised, and bound by your code of

ethics, to put your patients first, before

yourself. Some sociologists argue,

perhaps over-cynically, that is merely a

generic marketing ploy by professions to

gain market share. Note that altruism only

counts if it is anonymous. If others know,

for example, that you have given to

charity that does not count: it is egotism

because

you increase

your prestige.

Such pontifications

may not make you feel

any better while you are

called into the hospital to dispense

an urgent medicine on a Christmas

morning when your children are opening

their presents. 

Affectivity
The final reason, Weber only added for

completeness. It is affectively. You act

because you just like it such as putting a

sweetener in your coffee because you

have a sweet tooth.  

Figure 2’s word cloud illustrates the

above points.  

What changes in retirement is that you

no longer have patients so you can be

unashamedly egotistical. You can maximise

your income. At last, you should be able to

do what you want to do. So, perhaps,
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Figure 2: Weber’s reasons for behaviour
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savour that fine malt with the newspaper

moaning about the winter NHS bed crisis

while sporting your favorite purple pullover.

Three practical tips       

Three more practical suggestions for

practising pharmacists emerged from my

interpretation of Bourdieu’s formula. 

Transferable skills
First, accumulate transferable skills. Seize

any courses at work connected, even

tenuously, with your hobbies or any

activity that you would like to develop.

For example, I love writing and speaking,

so report writing and public speaking

courses suited me. An MBA or similar

would be excellent. I know of no one

possessing an MBA who is poor during

retirement. I lack one. However, I knew

sufficient, having been a pharmacy

manager and starting my own business,

to help younger people develop theirs as

a volunteer with a retiree organisation

organised by the business school of the

University of East Anglia and as a mentor

for undergraduates. You can learn from

them and they help to keep you ‘young’.

I was asked to talk to science PhD

students about the real world of work

outside academia; it was a privilege.

Assisting individual pupils in a local

primary school with English or

mathematics is another possibility. 

Your interpersonal skills are presently

high. Seize any mentoring or similar

opportunity to polish further. They are

perhaps the most valuable skills that you

can transfer to retirement. People will ask

you to take assorted roles. Be careful. Do

not take on so much to satisfy other

peoples’ needs that you lack time to fulfil

your own dreams. Interpersonal skills will

help you make new friends to replace

some work colleagues. Despite close

collegiate relationships, after a few years,

contact with them tends to diminish. So

join, now, clubs and local societies

unconnected with work. 

Memories
Secondly, you will possess many

memories. The most vivid are when you

were emotionally involved. For example,

one trauma was in 1994 when the NHS

made me redundant. I was furious. How

dare lay individuals make a pharmacist

manager redundant? My naivety was

extreme. Actually, they did me a favour

by opening a plethora of opportunities,

especially in pharmaceutical consultancy.

However, my redefinition of that tale

from tragedy to heroic saga demanded

continuing exertion: work. My heart goes

out to those pharmacists and others

presently being made redundant for the

pain that they will suffer. However, the

sooner they perceive those threats as

opportunities the better. During your

work, you will have had some really good

times. For example, you may have

travelled. You may have met some top

people. You will have seen how some

organisational wheels rotate within

wheels and how people work, or jostle

together, in groups. Your practice has

become slicker. You have been trusted to

write countless references. Occasionally,

you may have been thanked. 

After retirement, you may feel

perceived as a seldom-visible subordinate,
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a grey-haired bed-blocker, no longer

contributing anything to the economy

and only taking. However, you have been

privileged to have held a high visibility

post wielding position and expert power.

You should gather those joys together

and shamelessly refine the tale that you

tell to yourself about yourself: your

memories.

Lifestyle
Thirdly, plan and act to maintain your

favoured lifestyle on retirement. Ensure

that your NHS pension is the maximum

possible. My hunch is that if any ‘new’

government scheme attempts, hard, to

sell you any modified pension or similar

scheme, they do so to save government

money and that means taking it from

you. Your long-established scheme is

probably better. Private pension and

similar schemes are, in my lay experience,

inferior to government-backed schemes.

These are complex matters. At least take

advice from your trade union and

consider hiring an independent financial

advisor. Money is that important. 

Dickens, in ‘David Copperfield’

(1850), shared Mr Micawber's recipe for

happiness, "Annual income twenty

pounds, annual expenditure nineteen

[pounds] nineteen [shillings] and six

[pence], result happiness. Annual income

twenty pounds, annual expenditure

twenty pounds ought and six, result

misery.” 

That still applies. Presently, your

prospects seem sound. However, they

merit continued scrutiny to ensure they

are not raided.

Decide who your reference (peer)

group are with whom you compare

yourself. If they seem at your level yet

after retirement seem to be doing better

than you are, your reaction may well be a

violent sense of misfortune. The

philosopher de Botton (1969- ) informs

that perspective.3 Medical practitioners

will comfortably trump your pension.

Make big-ticket purchases now,

before retirement. They will require more

agonising afterwards, when your income

is smaller and fixed. So buy that newer

car and reflect that, for example, a S̆koda

may be more affordable, longer term,

than a BMW. Travelling and telephone

expenses will no longer contribute to

your domestic budget. Winter fuel

allowance, subsidised travel and film

screenings (with ‘free’ tea and biscuits in

a grey ghetto) may not compensate. You

may have promised yourself that once-in-

a-lifetime six-week trip to Australia and

New Zealand or around-the-world cruise.

Book it now, before you retire. Generally,

you get a better deal the further ahead

you book. Relish those long-haul holidays

sooner rather than later. You will be fitter

to savour them. Famously, world-cruise

ships reserve extra refrigeration space for

customers who do not survive to get their

full money’s worth. Consider photovoltaic

solar panels and that big monitor. Ask IT

contacts what home computer they

recommend for you (not them!).  

If moving posts (with funded costs) for

house purchase, bear retirement needs in

mind when choosing. A bungalow or

ground floor flat is better for long-term

motility. Ensure it is on a public transport

route. Check that the bus signs have not

been sawn off at ground level. Ensure

that a well-regarded GP surgery and the

accident and emergency department of

your local hospital is near enough — and

remaining open. 

To reduce the chance of that cardio-

vascular or other accident, keep fit. That

matters. Sweat at the gym, or similar

exercise, now. Eat healthily, stop

smoking, be vaccinated against influenza,

and reduce stress. You know the public

health messages. You have trumpeted

them all your professional life. Pharmacy

manager, follow them yourself . 

I was fortunate in being a fit retiree

until, in 2015, influenza turned to

pleurisy, double pneumonia, 13 lung

abscesses that required two emergency

operations, ITU and six weeks in hospital.

I remember little, except a physiotherapist

saying, “Cough! Spit! Cough or you will

die!” I was not expected to live. Being

here to tell you my tale, I put down to the

strength of being, initially, fit.

Gender has a substantial impact on

your life expectancy. Are you female? If

so, congratulations. In 2013 - 2015 a

man in the UK aged 65 had an average

further 18.5 years of life remaining and a

woman 20.9 years. The most common

age at death in the UK for men was

85 and for women it was 89. As a

pharmacy student in the 1960s, I knew

well four male and four female students.

Even before I had retired, 50% (two) of

the males were dead but 0% of the

females. I am not suggesting a sex

change operation if you are male. I am

suggesting both genders should take full

account of demography in pre-retirement

planning.

Overview         

Plan now. Do not assume that you will

have plenty of time after you retire. You

will have less.

Reflect on Bourdieu’s formula and

Weber’s reasons to help you understand

“Make big-ticket purchases now, before retirement. They will require
more agonising afterwards, when your income is smaller and fixed.”
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your life during and after pharmacy

management. Nurture your habitus and

capital so that when retired you can relish

a variety of pursuits without having to

strive to excel. Maximise retirement

income. Refine your biography so that it

offers more meaning to your career and

income potential afterwards. 

Do your bit: fight for pharmacy and

the NHS according to your circumstances,

as generations have before you. Look

forward to observing the jostling of the

pharmaceutical service from the sidelines

as it is no longer your direct concern – but

root for it nevertheless.
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